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* Crew replaces cross drain on
State Line Road west of Hazel - 2
• BZA OKs sign variance,
denies permit request - 3
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Faulkner updates
Election Board on
park petition count
By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer
Calloway County Clerk
Antonia Faulkner said her
office is about halfway thVough
the first of two counts in a
check of a petition supporting a
park referendum issue being on
county ballots on Nov. 4.
During Wednesday's meeting
of the Calloway County Board
of Elections, Faulkner, who
also acts as chairperson of that
governing body, said she and
deputy clerk Lynn Paschall are

II See Page 2

Andrea Braike/Whispenng Hope Ridge Photography

Shown above, from left, are: Laura Cherry, director of Lost But Loved Animal Rescue; Linda Cherry,
fundraising and communications coordinator for Lost But Loved; pilot Jim Carney; and Sabrina
Hazelwood, manager of Petsense. At right, Carney is shown with one of five puppies he flew to Ohio
after they were rescued by the Lost But Loved organization of Murray.

LBL to the rescue

azhAR4ilu2
He that hath an ear, let him
hear what the Spirit saith
unto the churches; To him
that overcometh will I give to
eat of the tree of life, which is
in the midst of the paradise
of God.
Rev. 2:7

By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer
ive puppies are now in possession of an animal rescue organization in Ohio after taking a most unusual path to safety.
They were discovered about two weeks ago wandering
aimlessly in Henry County, Tennessee after their mother
was apparently struck by a vehicle and died. Eventually,

F

they came to be in possession of the Murray-based
Lost But Loved animal rescue group.
However, Lost But Loved was short on foster caregivers, meaning another means of helping the young
pups along was needed. Enter Pilots N Paws, an
organization that allows retired and current pilots to
use their talents to transport rescued animals via the

111 See Page 2
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CHANGING COURSE

to Ledger & Times
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Once massive
Aurora festival
takes new direction

Anne Adams
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By AUSTIN RAMSEY
Staff Writer

GREG TRAVIS
/Ledger & Times tile photo

Pictured above, participants make sorghum at the
Aurora festival in 2006.

Calloway County
Favorites 2014
Don't Forget to place
your vote in the
Calloway County Favorites!

AURORA, Ky. — A popular
fall festival in southeastern
Marshall County will no
longer be held, organizers say.
The 38-year-old Aurora
Country Festival is being
scaled back and replaced with
a Flea for All vendor market.
The festival, which began in
the 1970s. has long been a
three-day October celebration

•See Page 2
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MEETING THE CHALLENGE: Murray State University President Dr. Bob Davies allows
his wife, Cindy, and MSU mascot Dunker, far right, to dunk a bucket of ice water on him
Wednesday afternoon as the president participates in the Ice Bucket Challenge at Roy
Stewart Stadium. The Ice Bucket Challenge is designed to raise money to fight ALS, also
known as Lou Gehrig's Disease. The president accepted the challenge from Racers
Basketball Coach Steve Prohm, who participated in the activity Tuesday.
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WEATHER

Call Woodman of t
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Friday: Sunny, with a high
near 96 West southwest wind
6 to 9 mph
Friday Night: Mostly clear,
with a low around 75.
Southwest wind around 6 mph.
Saturday: Sunny and hot,
with a high near 97. West
southwest wind 5 to 8 mph. •
Saturday Night: Mostly
clear, with a low around 74.
West southwest wind around 5
mph.
Sunday: Sunny and hot,
with a high near 97. West
southwest wind 3 to 6 mph.
Sunday Night: Mostly clear,
with a low around 74. West
wind around 5 mph becoming
calm in the evening.
Monday: Sunny 4nd hot,
with a high near 98. Light west
wind.
Monday
Night: Partly
cloudy, with a low around 75.
Light and variable wind.
Tuesday: Mostly sunny, with
a high near 96. Light southwest wind.

Heat Advisory in effect
through 7 p.m. CDT
Saturday, Aug. 23.
Thursday: Mostly sunny,
with a high near 95. West
southwest wind 6 to 13 mph,
with gusts as high as 20 mph.
Thursday Night: Mostly
clear, with a low around 72.
Southwest wind around 7
mph.

Heat advisory in effect
PADUCAH, Ky. - The National Weather Service in
Paducah has issued a heat Advisory which is in effect until 7
p.m. CDT Saturday.
Temperatures will begin to climb well into the 90s over the
next several days as high pressure aloft builds north from the
gulf coast region. These temperatures will combine with
rather muggy conditions to produce afternoon heat index values from 100-105 or so several days in a row.
The combination of hot temperatures and high humidity will
create a situation in which heat illnesses are possible.
Residents should take extra precautions if you work or spend
time outside.
When possible, reschedule strenuous activities to early
morning or evening. Know the signs and symptoms of heat
exhaustion and heat stroke. Wear light weight and loose fitting clothing when possible and drink plenty of water.
A heat advisory means that a period of hot temperatures is
expected.. Drink plenty of fluids; stay in an air-conditioned
room; stay" out of the sun; and check up on relatives and
neighbors. Make sure outside pets have plenty of water.

HAWKINS TEAGUE / Ledger & Times
CROSS DRAIN REPLACEMENT: A Kentucky Transportation
Cabinet crew digs the mud out from underneath State Line
Road West just west of Hazel on Wednesday. Traffic was
closed throughout the day on a portion of the road so workers
could replace an old, large double cross drain with new ones,
as seen at left.

By JOHN WRIGIff
Staff Writer
No injuries were reported
Wednesday afternoon when the
flat bed of a semi tractor trailer
ignited in flames near Kirksey.
Calloway County Fire-Rescue
responded to Backusburg Road,
just west of Kirksey near the
intersections of Tulip Lane and
Potts Road,at about 5 pm. Upon
arrival, CCFR Chief Tommy
Morgan said firefighters found
the bed covered in flames with an
estimated 25 hay bales the truck
was hauling supplying the fuel,
along with strong winds.
"We're just going to have to let
this one burn," Morgan said.
"Hay like this just builds too
much heat. You can't put it out so
we're going to have wait here
awhile."
CCFR was still on the scene
supervising the trailer late
Wednesday evening.
Robert Guerin said he was driving the truck for Guerin Farms in
the Pottertown area of Calloway
County to make a delivery of the
hay and said all seemed normal as
he drove along Potts Road toward

Mabee Kni

JOHN WRIGHT / Ledger & Times
Firefighters from Calloway County Fire-Rescue blast water onto smokey hay bales
Wednesday afternoon on the flatbed of a tractor trailer near Kirksey.
an address on Tulip. When he
reached a stop sign, though, he
immediately knew something
was wrong.
"I didn't know until some
smoke passed by me. Then I
looked back toward- the trailer

and saw about three of the bales
on fire," said Guerin, who turned
onto Backusburg (KY 464) to
allow firefighters to have more
room to battle the blaze."When I
made the call, those three were
still on fire. It wasn't long.

though, before the wind started
blowing and everything caught
fire then."
Guerin escaped the flames with
no injuries. He said the hay was
to have fed cattle. It is not known
why the fire started.

Organizations
come together
for dogs' rescue
From Front
skies.
"Really, it was just a situation
where a lot of places came
together to help," said Laura
Cherry, Lost But Loved's director, observing that two pilots
actually participated in the
transfer to Ohio, while Petsense,
a recently-opened pet store in
Murray, also was instrumental
in preparing the litter for its
journey, donating time to bathe
and groom the animals."'you've
also got to give credit to a person in Tennessee who let me
call places,trying to find a place
that could accept them, while
she took care of them (temporarily)."
Linda Cherry, Lost But
L,oved's fundraising and communications coordinator, said
Jim Carmen, a retired pilot from
Memphis, Tennessee, who previously flew 747 jumbo jets,
arrived at Murray-Calloway
County Airport/Kyle-Oakley
Field on Aug. 10 to transport the
puppies, which she described as
being three mixed-breed dogs

Brookdale ,inu Emeritus' have come together to `onn a national fa
with one common purpose' PUTTING FAMILIES FIRST. Join us as we
celebrate our merger with offers that benefit you and your family wth a
broader continuum of senior living
so!utions, the su000rt of an industry

and two catahoula breeds, to
Lebanon, Ohio.
"What we found out later is
that Carmen actually flew them
to an airport in Elizabethtown,
which I would assume was for a
fueling stop, and while there,
either he or another pilot, I can't
remember which, actually tended to the puppies in the time the
plane was on the ground," she
said. "Someone let them out of
the crates they were in and let
them run around for a little bit,
which is needed. These people
really care about what they're
doing, and it just added to the
feeling of the community getting involved in this cause.
"Lots and lots of people were
Abe ,reaebe this worked out so
well."
The puppies, at only a few
weeks, are still too young for
extensive training. However,
that appears to be in their future
as the place they were taken was
the Circle Tail group, which
specializes in developing service dogs, especially for people
with hearing or vision loss, as
well as other disabilities.
"They also will prepare them
for adoption, and they do a good
job, from what we've seen.
They screen people before
allowing them to take a dog
home," Linda Cherry said.

each doing two counts to make
absolutely sure that all signatures will be valid, as well as
ensuring that no duplicate signatures are counted. She reported
that supporters of the petition
submitted 238 pages of signatures last week; no date was
given as to when the count will

consisting of arts, crafts, a
parade and a popular antique
flea market.
Bonnie Kincannon, a member
of the Aurora-Ross Fire
Department Auxiliary and an
organizer of the event said the
festival at one time attracted
tens of thousands of visitors to
the unincorporated Marshall
GREG TRAVIS
County community - many of
/ Ledger 8. Times tile photo
whom traveled from Murray Pictured above are items on
and other parts of Calloway display at the Aurora Country
County.
Festival in 2005.
In 2004, the event dates were
moved to early October. Ever
since, Kincannon said, turnout expected to incorporate popular
has dwindled.
events from the Country'
Upwards of 25400 people at Festival without the parade.
one time turned out for the
"We thought, to 'keep life in
sorghum „soap and broom-mak- Aurora. we'll open it up to a
ing demonstrations, carnival large flea market," she said
pony rides, a parade, life music, "We'll fill up the lot with vencrafts,food concessions and tal- dors and encourage people to
ent contest, By last year. howev- have their yard sales that weeker, the sorghum and broom- end and at the fire station, we'll
making demonstrations had left have a big ham and bean supper."
the festival, she said.
After all, Kincannon said, the
So, when Kincannon tried to
organize support for the festival vendors were always the most
committee this year, she said popular attraction anyway.
Because Aurora's main road is
few people seemed interested.
"The committee dissolved, U.S. 68, a parade requires
and with it, there was no interest National Guard troops to temin the Aurora festival," she said. porarily shut the road down.
Instead, the Flea for All is

conclude.
The Murray-Calloway County
Park Board is seeking to have
voters determine whether a
nickel tax should be imposed on
every $100 of property.
The board's two political party
representatives also reiterated
an earlier appeal for citizens
wishing to be election workers
to express their intentions soon.
Faulkner said the next election
school for workers is set for

5:30 p.m., Oct. 16, which will
also be the first day absentee
voting in the county will be
made available at the clerk's
office. The machines at the
clerk's office - second floor of
the
Calloway
County
Courthouse - will be available to
the voters from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m..
Monday's through
Fridays
through Nov. 3.
Faulkner also said the deadline for anyone wishing to have
his name submitted as a write-in
candidate will be 10 days before
the election.

cted local nartner.

FOR THE REST OF 2014
CELEBRATION BENEFITS
Move in or secure your new
.

September 30, 2014 and
receive $750 off of the
monthly Basic Service
Rate through Deu -r.
31, 2014
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Mable Knight Wilcox, 89, of Largo, Florida, formerly of Hazel,
Kentucky, died Saturday, Aug. 16, 2014 at her daughter's home in
Tivoli, New York.
Funeral services will be Thursday,Aug. 21,2014 at 11 am. at the
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home with Jim Simmons officiating. Burial
will follow in the Knight Family Cemetery in Hazel.
She was born in Calloway County, Kentucky, Aug. 16, 1925 to
Bracie Lee Knight and Mary Annie Yarborough Knight.
She was a member of the Ponce de Leon Chapter of Questers
International and was a volunteer at Pinellas Park Heritage Village
in Pinellas County, Florida.
She was preceded in death by her parents; her husband, Richard
Harrison Wilcox; a son, Richard Michael Wilcox; a sister, Bertha
Frances Gordon; and three brothers,Edwin Knight,Earl Knight and
James Knight.
Mrs. Wilcox is survived by one daughter, Debra Ann Klein of
Tivoli, New York; one brother, Bracie Knight of Murray; one grandchild, Kerry Morgan Wilcox of Largo, Florida; three nieces and
three nephews.
Online condolences may be left at www.thejhchurchillfuneralhome.com
The J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.

OBITUARIES
Dorothy Sanders Chaney

jatx,
6-weir:In.

201 S. Third Street
11urray, tiv 42071
270-753-2411
311111111C t1,11

Donald Edwin Simpson

Dorothy Sanders Chaney, 89, of Murray, Kentucky, died Tuesday,
Donald Edwin Simpson, 74, of Omen. Kentucky, died Saturday.
Aug.19,2014,at Lourdes Hospital in Paducah, Kentucky.
Aug. 16,2014 at Methodist Hospital, Henderson, Kentucky.
Funeral services will be at 10 am.Friday, Aug. 22,
He was born in Onion, Kentucky. Aug. 11, 1940 to William Earl
2014 at the J.H. Churchill Funeral Home with Brad
"Junior" Simpson,Jr. and Ruth Cheryl Chamberlain
Bums officiating. Burial will follow at the Elm Grove
Simpson who preceded him in death.
Cemetery. Visitation will be Thursday, Aug. 21,2014
He was a member of Onion United Methodist
from 5-8 p.m. at the funeral home
Church. He was a Navy veteran having ser.ed at
She was born Feb.13, 1925, in Buchanan,
Barbers Point Naval Air Station in Oahu. Hawaii
Tennessee, to Robert Gilbert Sanders and Gladys where he met his wife Norma. He retired from KB
Alloys after 21
Jackson Sanders.
years and had formerly worked for L&N Railroad and was a farmer.
She was a homemaker and a member of the Elm
Mr. Simpson is survived by his wife, Norma Jubitz Simpson; a
Grove Baptist Church and the Golden Circle Sunday daughter, Jennifer Young and husband Mike of Murray; two
grandSchool class.
Chaney
daughters, Kaythn Young of Houston. Texas and Kelsey Young of
In addition to her parents,she was'preceded in death Murray; a brother, Eric Simpson and wife Kitty of Slaughters,
by her husband, Eugene S. Chaney; her sister, Louise S Wallace; son- Kentucky and several nieces and nephews.
in-law, Tommy E. Vance; and grandson. Robert Thomas Vance.
A memorial service will be at 2 pm. Saturday. Aug. 23, 2014 at
Mrs. Chaney is survived by four daughters, Rita Cardenas and hus- Onion United Methodist Church with Rev. Donnie
House officiating.
band Jorge, MD of Paducah; Rebecca Vance of Murray; Anita Harper Visitation will be Saturday from noon until the
service hour at the
and husband Thomas "Marty" of Murray; and Lisa Lasher, MD and church.
husband Blaine of Paducah; a son, Glen S. Chaney, MD and wife Sally,
Memorial contributions may be made to Webster County Library,
MD of Paducah; eight grandchildren, Melissa V. Spiceland and husband P.O. Box 420, Dixon,KY 42409.
Jason, John A. Vance and wife Megan, and Daniel Harper, all of
Online
condolences
may
be
left
at
Murray; Laura Gail Kellie, MD and husband Scott, MD and John H. www.tomblinsonfuneralhome.com.
Jamie Joe Williams
Chaney, MD all of Louisville; Anne Chaney Lasher of Paducah;
Tomblinson Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.
Jamie Joe Williams, 32, of Murray, Kentucky, died Wednesday, Adriana Terry and husband Jason of Tampa, Florida; and Jorge
Aug. 13, 2014 at Vanderbilt Medical Center, Nashville, Tennessee. Cardenas, Jr. of Bowling Green; and six great-grandchildren, Madison,
Eddie Mastera
He was born in Murray, Kentucky on June 29, 1982.
Molly, and Thomas Robert Vance, all of Murray; Ann Elizabeth and
Fddie Mastera, 69, of Murray, Kentucky, died Sunday. Aug. 17,
He was a member of Blood River Baptist Emma Gail Kellie both of Louisville; and Ava Joy Terry of Tampa, 2014 at
Spring Creek Health Care, Murray, Kentucky.
Church. He was self-employed as an auto body Florida.
He was born in Calloway County, Kentucky, on Oct. I 1 , 1944 to
detailer.
Expressions of sympathy' may be made to the Elm Grove Cemetery
Irving "Joe" Mastera and Nell Ruth Mastera.
Mr. Williams is survived by his mother, Teresa Fund, 6483 KY 94 East, Murray, KY, 42071 or American Cancer
He was a member of the United States Army and
Outland Jones and husband Ned of Hazel; father, Society, P.O. Box 22718,Oklahoma City, OK 73123-1718.
was retired from The Tappan Co.
Bobby Williams and wife Lesia of Murray; fianc
Online
condolences
W.wow
can
be
left
at
He was preceded in death by his parents and a sis1.•
ee, Evelyn Burkeen of Murray; daughter, Olivia www.thejhchurchillfuneralhome.com.
ter, Cindy Masters Cypressi.
Williams of Newbern, Tennessee; son, C.J.
The J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.
Mr. Mastera is survived by sons Edward Shane Mastera of Murray
Williams of Newbern; and a sister, Lindsey
and L. Peyton Mastera and wife Sarah Powell Mastera of Dilworth.
Glazner of Terre Haute,Indiana.
James Richard Wiggins
Minnesota and a grandson,Paxton Foster-Mastera.
A memorial service will be held at 2 p.m.
Williams
James Richard Wiggins, 71, of Murray, Kentucky, died Wednesday,
Visitation will be Saturday. Aug. 23,2014,from 9-10:30 am.at the
Saturday, Aug. 23,2014 at the Blood River Baptist Aug. 20, 2014 at
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. Graveside services will follow at 11
his home.
Church with Rev. Hal Barrow officiating. Burial will follow in the
He was a retired employee of Continental General Tire, Mayfield.
a.m. at Murray City Cemetery.
Barnett Cemetery.
Mr. Wiggins is survived by his mother,Cynthia E. McPherson Wiggins
Memorial contributions may be made to the Humane Society of
Online condolences may be left at www.thejhchurchillfuneralof Murray; a son, Tim Wiggins and wife Julie of Mayfield; a daughter, Calloway County,P.O. Box 764, Murray,KY 42071.
home.com.
Shelenia Underhill and husband Andrew of Murray; a brother, Gary P.
Online condolences may be left at www.thejhchurchillfuneralThe J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.
Wiggins and wife Kimberly of Gilbertsville; four grandchildren and one home.com.
great-grandchild.
The J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.
A memorial visitation will be at Byrn Funeral Home, Mayfield, on
The number oftimes published or the length of one or more of
Friday, Aug. 22. 2014 from 5-8 p.m.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to St. Jude Children's Research the preceding obituaries exceeds the maximum set by the Ledger
and Times policy. A fee has been paid for additional publishing
Hospital. P.O. Box 1000, Dept. 142, Memphis,TN 38101-9908.
or space.
Byrn Funeral Home, Mayfield, is in charge of arrangements.
By HAWKINS TEAGUE
from a neighbor who thought the
Staff Writer
property was possibly being used as
The Murray Board of Zoning a multi-family dwelling. A letter
Adjustments approved a dimen- was sent to the property owner.
sional varia&e request from John Gream of Mayfield,, asking Staff Report
material, it was swept from the
Gigabites Café to add an additional how the property was being used,
The Kentucky Transportation roadway.
wall sign to its building.
and he said he and his wife pur- Cabinet (KyTC) and the
Motorists were urged to slow
ects over the next 10 years. Its price
According to the report from the chased the property in May of this Calloway County Sheriff's down and use caution in the By ADRIAN SAINZ
Associated
Press
tag
is half the amount of the last
city's planning staff, Gigabites Cafe year to provide a home for their Department responded to a area. Todd
said there might conMEMPHIS, Tenn. (AP) — water projects bill seven years ago.
requested an additional wall sign to daughter as she attends Murray stretch
of spilled motor oil tinue to be areas along the sec- Higher-capacity ports, expanded Some conservative
groups argued
be displayed on the south wall of State University.
Wednesday along a section of tion of road where gravel con- locks and dams and other infrathe
contained
bill
unnecessary
the building facing Main Street.
Gream said that because there U.S. 641 between Murray and tinues to be on the road surface.
structure improvements are needed spending. but it had broad support
The café's building is shared with had been a break-in to the house
Hazel.
in the Mississippi River Watershed from state and local officials and
Gear Up Cycles, which occupies and several others nearby before
his
Captain Richard Steen with
the other half of the building and is daughter had moved
to allow its waterways to handle business groups such as the U.S.
in, she did not CCSO said a Paschall Truck
currently displaying a wall sign on feel safe
shipping demands caused by higher Chamber of Commerce. All of the
living there alone and Lines vehicle had its oil changed
the south wall facing Main Street.
agriculture, oil and natural gas pro- projects were recommended by the
wanted to have a friend live with and the oil
spilled on the road
the report said. The building is a
duction and manage climate corps.
her.
for about two miles after the oil
two-story building with the two
change effects, a U.S. Army Corps
Still, DeLuca said more investBill Adams spoke in favor of the
businesses located on the lower
cap became unplugged. Keith
of
Engineers official said Tuesday. ment is needed. He said the United
request,
permit
saying
that
his
level and residential apartments
Todd, public information officer
Brig. Gen. Peter A. DeLuca, States ranks about 143rd in the
mother lived nearby and appreciatoccupying the upper level.
with KyTC Districts 1 and 2,
commander
ed
that
of the corps' world in infrastructure investment.
Gream
his
daughter
and
had
The Gigabites Cafe owner told
said the spill created slippery'
Mississippi Valley Division. spoke a statistic also cited by other
the planning staff he thought the fixed up the house, which he said driving conditions between the 4
Tuesday at a public meeting held sources. Meanwhile, over the past
wall sign would improve the busi- had been in disrepair for a year- and 6 mile marker, which
is
on a corps vessel on the Mississippi 20 years, total federal, state, and
ness's visibility and help direct traf- and-a-half.
between Brandon Bottoms and
Janice
Hicks
spoke
in
opposition,
River in Memphis. He called on local investment in transportation
fic from Main Street to the business
the PTL terminal. The spill
federal, state and local govern- has fallen as a share of gross
on North 15th Street. The internally saying she wondered if realtors
extended along both the northilluminated new sign is 4-by- 10 were doing an adequate job informments — plus citizens groups,busi- domestic product. while populaing
buyers of zoning restrictions. bound and southbound lanes, he
feet and has been designed to the
nesses and private entrepreneurs — tion, congestion, and maintenance
same height as the Gear Up Cycle She said she had "been on a mis- said.
to invest in updating existing infra- backlogs have increased, according
Todd said the KyTC Calloway AUSTIN RAMSEY / Ledger & Times structure,
sion" for the year to stop the
sign, the report said.
and starting new projects. to an analysis of transportation
The board also voted 5-1 to deny "encroachment" of multi-family County Maintenance Crew A Kentucky Transportation
In June,President Barack Obama infrastructure investment released
a conditional use permit request for residences into single-family resi- spread fine gravel — called #11 Cabinet crew spread fine signed a $12.3 billion water proj- in July by the White House.
two non-related persons to live in dential areas. Several others spoke stone — along the road to pro- gravel, as seen here, on an ects bill that finances
34 new projan R-2 (single family residential) in opposition as well.
vide added traction and to oil spill along a three-milesaid
Dowdy
she
had
spoken
zone. The residents were given
at absorb the fluid. After allowing long portion of the U.S. 641
until Dec. 31 to bring the property. several realtors' meetings in the last the gravel to absorb the spilled South Wednesday afternoon.
few years and that all the local realat 1634 Olive St. into compliance.
City Planner Candace Dowdy tors should be aware of the zoning
said the Planning Department regulations and what is allowed
MURRAY
PritT% .IN 411
11.111.
Investments Since 1854
received a call about a month ago where.
,„,
2014

BZA OKs sign variance,
denies permit request

KyTC,

SO.respond to oil spill Corps: Waterway infrastructure

improvements needed
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Pinochle class to be taught

Pinochle classes will be held at the Murray
Senior Center Library,607 Poplar Street, beginning Wednesday, Sept. 3, and each Wednesday
during September from 9-11 am.for those who
are 60 years of age or older. This is for beginners or those who need a refresher class. Francis
Latham will teach the classs. Class size is limited. Call Ten Cobb at 270-753-0929. The class

Datebook

is free.

Knit-wits will meet
Martha
Andrus,
The Knit-wits will meet Friday, Aug. 22, at 1
Finney
Community
p.m., in the Community Room of the Calloway
editor
County Public Library. Knitters and crocheters
of all levels are welcome. For more information
-5588.
270-293
at
call Dot
Angel Alert issued

Center has issued an
The Calloway County Family Resource
who need one set
children
three
with
family
local
a
Angel Alert for
es. If anyone
mattress
with
all
of bunk beds, a full bed and a crib,
the
Resource
contact
items,
these
of
would like to donate any
-7333.
Center at 270-762

Adalynn LeeAnn Barrow
Landon and Kacee Stonecipher Barrow,of Murray, are the parents
of a daughter, Adalynn LeeAnn Barrow, born June 10,2014 at 7:53
p.m. at the Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
She weighed 5 pounds and 14 ounces and measured 18 3/4 inch-

ed
Charity Horse Show plann
East of Murray, is having

Wrangler's Riding Club, Kentucky 80
at 5 p.m. Admission is
a Charity Horse Show Saturday, Aug. 23,
classes and speed
pleasure
line,
lead
pony
include
will
Events
free.
's Hospital.
Children
Jude
St.
to
events. All proceeds will be donated

es.
Grandparents are Joe and Dana Stonecipher of Almo; Mary Ann
of
and Tony Gardner of Murray; and David and Brenda Barrow
of
pher
Murray. Great-grandparents are Joe and Nadine Stoneci
Brylee
are
Centralia, Illinois and Clinton Barrow of Murray. Sisters
and Layla Barrow.

All About Gourds exhibit
returns to Ice House Gallery
Special to the Ledger
Mayfield/Graves County Art Guild has issued a call for entries to
all gourd artists in the United States. The "All About Gourds" exhibit will be returning to the Ice House Gallery and has been reorgancateized as a national juried competition with cash awards in each
to
gory plus a $250 Best of Show award. Gourd artists are invited
,
Holiday
es:
categori
subject
four
of
submit original artwork in any
nonThe
neous.
Miscella
or
Vessels,
y
Visionar
ry,
Imagina
Real and
to
refundable entry fee is $20 for one, two, or three works. Go
an
for
-6971
270-247
at
Guild
the
call
or
www.icehousearts.org
entry form or more information.
the
"All About Gourds," now in its 12th year, is the focal point of
er
Septemb
y,
Saturda
held
be
to
Festival
Arts
Patch
annual Gourd
House
20. As a member of the Kentucky Gourd Society, the Ice
of
Gallery is working to promote interest in and appreciation
,the
growers
and
artists
gourd
to
ities
opportun
g
providin
By
gourds.
artisGallery hopes to encourage the creative use of the gourd as an
gourd
the
of
y
diversit
tural
horticul
the
preserve
tic medium and help
it
for future generations. Ice House Gallery is a certified non-prof
histor's
Mayfield
in
located
1990,
in
501(c)(3) corporation fcainded
nal
ical icehouse, supports and promotes the arts through educatio
programs. events and art exhibitions.

Authority
Computer class at HousingHousing
Authority

of
The Computer Learning Center of the
Two.
Level
Excel
MS
on
Murray is offering a free computer class
27,from 6-9 p.m.
from Monday. Aug. 25 through Wednesday,Aug.
ext. 310 or
-5000,
270-753
at
Janet
Call
.
required
is
ion
Pre-registrat
center.
r
compute
on
visit www.phamurray.org and click

Mr.and Mrs. Dustin Ladd

Tara Collison. and Dustin Ladd were married Saturday, Aug. 12,
2014 at Northside Baptist Church, Mayfield, Kentucky.
ed
Nutrition education class to beOiloffer
Monte Hodges officiated the double ring ceremony and music was
will be
101,"
"Fish
titled,
event
n
educatio
A free nutrition
provided by Madison Felts, cousin of the bride.
County
ay
-Callow
9-9:30 a.m. at the Murray
The bride is the daughter of David and Rhonda Collison of Fancy Friday. Aug. 22. from
and Wellness. Join Rebecca Wright,regHealth
for
Center
Hospital
Gamble
Patsy
Mrs.
of
Farm, Kentucky. She is the granddaughter
on on what is best for your body
discussi
a
for
istered dietitian,
and the late Randal McKinney of Mayfield and Mrs. Carol Russom
when it comes to taking fish oil supplements.
and the late Gene Russom of Clinton, Kentucky.
on
The groom is the son of Steve and Debbie Ladd of Murray. He is
CCHS Class of 1989 to holdofreuni
of
Ladd
"Bill"
W.A.
hold its
late
will
1989
the
and
Ladd
Class
June
Mrs.
School
of
n
High
grandso
the
The Calloway County
recepe
pre-gam
a
at
29
Aug.
Friday,
ng
beginni
Murray and Andy and Ruby Elkins, both deceased, of Murray.
reunion
25th class
game.
honor.
football
of
County
matron
the
y
The bride's aunt, Mrs. Penny Felts, was
tion tent at the Murray High vs. Callowa
Murray
the
at
.
dinner
a
Collison
be
Mitzi
will
and
there
Allen
p.m.
Hope
Saturday. Aug. 30, at 7
Bridesmaids were Janet Shelby.
Barnett
Country Club. Fore more information, contact Stefani
Miss Zoie Palmer, cousin of the bride, served as flower girl.
clasycounty
callowa
Billington at 270-752-1624 or email
Brian Shelby served as best man for the groom. Matt Hopkins and
sofl989@gmail.com.
Adam Thompson were groomsmen.
Following a reception in the social hall of the church, the couple
Line dance classes offered
for
left for a trip to Sun Palace Resort in Cancun, Mexico.
Beginning line dance classes will be offered free of charge
607
Center,
Mrs. Ladd is a 2012 graduate of the West Kentucky Community
Senior
Murray
the
at
those 60 years of age and older
Technical College nursing program in Paducah. She is employed at Poplar Street. Classes will be in the gym on Thursdays, beginning
r.
the Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Sept. 4.from 12:30-1:15 p.m. and will continue through Novembe
State
Murray
of
graduate
270-753
laude
at
cum
Cobb
Teri
summa
Call
2006
ng.
a
is
Mr. Ladd
The instructor will be Karen Armstro
ille.
Draffenv
in
ance
Mainten
Barrett
by
d
ion.
employe
informat
is
more
He
for
ty.
or
Universi
0929 to sign up
Mr. and Mrs. Ladd are now residing in Murray.

Golf Scramble to be held
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PSAD announces its
Annual Faculty Exhibition
Special to the Ledger
West Kentucky Community &
Technical College's Paducah
School of Art & Design (PSAD)
announced its 2014 Annual
Faculty Exhibition, featuring a
selection of works in painting,
drawing, ceramics, sculpture.
jewelry, photography, and
design by its fine art and visual
communication faculty. An
opening reception will be hosted
in the Clemens Gallery at
Clemens Fine Arts Center from
5-7 p.m. Thursday. Aug. 21. The
exhibition and reception are free
and open to the public. The
exhibition will remain on display through September 25.
Paducah School of Art and
Design faculty members include
Paul Aho, Cody Armstrong
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College Republican Benefit Golf Scamble will be held Saturday.
.
Sept. 20, at the Miller Golf Course. Democrats are welcome
is
This
am.
9
at
be
will
off
Check-in will be from 8-9 a.m. and tee
for four person teams. For more information on cost and to register.
contact Joy Roach,270-978-9546 or joyroach4hotmail.com.

Health screenings offered
Todd Birdsong, Shannon Duffy,
Murray-Calloway County Hospital's Wellness Works proThe
Andrew Evitts, John Hasegawa,
will be offering free community health screenings on
Drew Johnson, BiLan Liao, gram
from 8:30-11:30 a.m. at the Weaks Senior
Sarah Tuesday, Aug. 26,
Quimby,
Beverly
607 Poplar Street, for blood pressure and blood
Center,
Citizens
Renshaw, Anita Rodriguezsugar. On Wednesday, Aug. 27,from 6-11 a.m there will be screenFitch, and Randy Simmons.
ings for blood pressure. BMI, waist circumference, osteoporosis
"Each year PSAD takes pride heel scan and blood sugar(finger stick) at the Center for Health and
in showcasing the work of its Wellness, 716 Poplar Street.
outstanding faculty. providing
students and the public alike a
Computer Class to be held
chance to view works representThe Calloway County Public Library will offer a free computer
nes
discipli
ing the range of
class on Computer Basics for Beginners - Microsoft PowerPoint on
Paul
says
"
college,
Tuesday, Aug. 26,from 5-7 p.m. and Career Basics - How to Write
taught at the
p.m. Call 27-753Aho, dean of the art school. A Resume on Thursday, Aug. 28,from 2:30-4:30
"And while most of our faculty 2288 to register.
exhibit nationally, this exhibiWKCTC to offer CPR classes
tion is an opportunity for them
fourth Wednesday of the month beginning Aug. 27, until
Every
a
in
work
to showcase their
of the year, West Kentucky Community .and Technical
end
the
regional venue and within an
College, Padwah, will be offering CPR and Automatic Electronic
educational context. It's great
Defibrillator (AED) training for professional rescuers and healthfor students to see the work of care providers for either renewal or first time certifications. The
those they will be studying with course will be taught by Larry Gearheart and will be from 8 a.m.
and to expand their interest in until 4:30 p.m. in the Emerging Technology Center,Room 141. Call
other disciplines."
270-534-3335 to register.
Clemens Gallery is located in
the Clemens Fine Arts Center on
Downtown Saturday Market to be held
y
Kentuck
West
of
campus
The Downtown Farmers Market is on the south side of Murray 's
the
Technical court square on Saturday mornings. Vendors will be offering home&
Community
ed peas,
College at 4810 Alben Barkley grown squash, onions, tomatoes, green beans, black-ey
farm
with
along
,
and
eggplant
potatoes
pe,
cantalou
lon,
Drive, Paducah. Gallery hours waterme
handmade
and
goods.
and
baked
bread
fresh
eggs,
meats,
raised
y,
Thursda
are Monday through
jewelry and textiles. For vendor information. contact Deana Wright
11 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Main Street, 270-759-9474.
Paducah School of Art & at Murray
Design, a division of West
Walk to Defeat ALS planned
Kentucky Community and
Murray Walk to Defeat ALS will be Saturday, Sept. 20,startThe
Technical College. offers an ing at the CFSB Center on the campus of Murray State University.
Associate in Fine Arts degree. as Registration and silent auction begin at 8 a.m. The 5K run starts at
well as studio art classes for stu- 9 a.m. and the one mile walk begins at 9:15 am.The Murray Walk
dents of all levels and disci- Chairperson is Scott Benton,270-767-3823,270-293-3098 or email
plines. Classes are offered on Benson.scott basco.com.
WKCTC's campus; at 409
downtown
in
Reformers' Unanimous to meet
Broadway,
Reformers' UnanimOus. a faith-based addictions program, meets
Paducah; and at our Lower
Madison
every Friday from 7-9 p.m. at Eastwood Baptist Church. Childcare
Town campus at 919
is provided. For more information or a ride, call the church office
ion,
informat
Street. For more
at 270-753-1834.
call 270-408-4281.
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Looking Back
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Ten years ago
Daniel Smith will take over as
new head soccer coach for the
Calloway County boys team and
Mike Smith will take over the head
coaching duties for the Lady Lakers
soccer team.
Bogard Trucking and Excavation
is pictured as they clear the land on
the corner of 12th and Main Streets
for the new Walgreen's store.
Rich Harrison, Mike Enoch and
Lisa Satterwhite, representing the
2004 Leadership Murray class and
the
Murray-Calloway County
Chamber of Commerce, donated
$100 to sponsor a Leadership
Tomorrow student. Jean Bennett,
coordinator
of
Leadership
Tomorrow is pictured accepting the
donation.
Thomas and Hella Mutschmann,
Rotarians from Germany, visited
the Murray Rotary Club and presented their club banner to Ronald
Churchill, Murray president and
received a Murray club banner to
take to their home club in Germany.
Catherine Crass poses with one of
six rockfish stripers she caught
while on a recent outing with her
grandfather, Jerry Maupin.
Twenty years ago
Winners of the Sesquicentennial
contest were Lulu Grogan, second;
Grace James, first; and Joe Sims,
third place. Presenting the winners a
certificate is Murray Mayor Bill
Cherry.
Murray High School Class of
1984 celebrated its 10 year class
reunion with a social at the home of
Liz
Fain Darnall on Friday
evening; a breakfast at the
Community Room of People Bank
on Saturday morning and a
dinner/dance at the Murray Country
Club Saturday evening.
Pictured is Roman Shapla,
Murray High School junior soccer
player, who will be counted on to
provide leadership to the Tigers this
season.
Shown is Mark Kennedy preaching to his Lady Tiger offense as he
prepares for his first season as head
coach of the Lady Tigers soccer
team.

Cousins tag-along kids push Palliative care can help patients
with incurable disease
the limit of bride's guest list

'Fbirty years ago
Pictured is Rick Orr who has
served as Advertising Director for
the Murray Ledger & Times for the
past 6 la years. OnT will leave the
position to become Marketing
Director for Murray and Mayfield
Cablevision. Sue Overbey of
Murray is shown as she has joined
the advertising sales staff as an
account representative and Dave
Reeves, Murray. has been named
the Advertising Director, succeeding On. The staff change was
announced by Walt Apperson, publisher of the Murray Ledger &
Times. Others on the display advertising staff include Ray Edwards,
Kate Reeves and Laura Overton.
Former Murray High football
player Chris Farmer is shown
checking his rigging on his windsurfing sail prior to his trip to
Michigan to participate in speed
sailing competition. Farmer chose a
career in windsurfing over a possible shot at punting for Murray State
this fall.
Forty years ago
Krit Stubblefield, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Bill Stubblefield, Larry Tucker
and Jerry Tucker, sons of Mr. and
Mrs. James Tucker, won honors in
the FFA Dairy Show at the
Kentucky State Fair, Louisville.
Fifty years ago
Michael White and Billy Hendon
of Calloway County 4-H Teen Club
and Martha Kemp of Murray
College High 4-H Club won honors
in the cattle judging contest at the
Purchase District Fair in Mayfield.
Recent births at the Murray
Hospital include a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Robert Jameson: a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Johnny Garland and a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Herman Lovett.
Sixty years ago
A small twister did considerable
damage on Aug. 19 about 3:30 p.m.
Damage was primarily around the
Murray Drive-In Theatre.
Births reported at the Murray
Hospital include a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Raymond Ogilin; a boy to
Wade and Rachel Norsworthy; a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Joe Ryan
Cooper; and a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
0.8. Boone, Jr.

DEAR ABBY: I am being married later this year, and I'm planning my guest list. My cousin
"Emily" has five young children
who I'm making an exception to
invite. She lives across the country, so she's starting to book her
plane reservations
Emily just announced that she's
being remarried and her
fiance
has
three children
he
shares
joint custody
of. Am I obligated to invite
three children
I have never
met? This is
causing a lot
of
grief
between me
By Abigail
and my fiance
Van Buren
because
.Emily assumes that they are all
welcome. Please advise. -- D.C.
IN NYC
DEAR D.C.: Call Cousin
Emily. Explain that your guest
list is limited and that her five
children -- to whom you are related -- are the exceptions. No other
children have been invited to the
wedding, and you would prefer
to get to know her fiance's children under less stressful circumstances.
Emily's wrong to assume she
can include anyone whose name
wasn't on her wedding invitation.
The children can stay with their
mother or grandparents during the
time their father will be away.

Dear Abby

DEAR ABBY: My husband
prefers leftovers to sandwiches for
his work lunch. He generally takes
them in reusable plastic bowls
that claim to be dishwasher and
microwave safe.
After a short time, these bowls
become terribly stained. Not only
are they unsightly, but sometimes
they harbor odors. Even though

women and girls, was found dead
at age 54 nearly four years after
being sealed off in her castle
chambers.
In 1831, Nat Turner led a violent slave rebellion in Virginia
resulting in the deaths of at least
55 white people.
In 1858, the first of seven
debates between Illinois senatorial contenders Abraham Lincoln
and Stephen Douglas took place.
In 1911, Leonardo da Vinci's
"Mona Lisa" was stolen from the
Louvre Museum in Paris.
In 1959, President Dwight D.

Eisenhower signed an executive
order making Hawaii the 50th
state.
In 1984, Democratic vice-presidential nominee Geraldine Ferraro appeared before reporters in
Queens, New York. to field questions about her family's finances.
Ten years ago: The International Gymnastics Federation ruled
that South Korean Yang Tae-young
had been unfairly docked a tenth
of a point in the all-around gymnastics final at the Athens
Olympics, costing him the gold
medal.
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Dr. Komaroff

by Jacqueline Bigar

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Friday, Aug. 22, 2014:
You are unusually stubborn and determined, even
more so than many other Leos. If you are single,
the opportunity remains high to meet someone
who might travel a lot. If you are attached, resist
getting into petty arguments. A fellow LEO seems
very different from you.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** You might feel out of sorts at first, but you'll
relax once you start dealing with friends. Settle an
issue with a loved one. This person is likely to
become erratic if you don't find the time to relate or
make the right decision.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
*** Someone close to you whom you deal with
regularly could shake up the status quo. This person would like you to gain a better grasp on your
finances. The problems that arise could play a
major role in preventing greater closeness.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** Your anger might be quick to surface. Be
careful if sarcasm becomes the norm. Pull back
and see what your expectations are with a certain
situation that seems to be out of your control.
Discipline this behavior and use it more positively.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
**** Someone will feel the need to have a private chat with you. Consider how much you value
this relationship before you decide whether to follow through. Emphasize what is positive for you.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** Others could be more challenging and
independent than usual. Let them do their thing.
You might have the opportunity to start your weekend early. Make spontaneous plans.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
**** You'll be able to move through your
errands and to-dos with ease. You also will need to
return a call to an irate elder or boss. Stay openminded.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
**** Your feelings might slow you down. You
might encounter someone and suddenly realize
that he or she seems to be very angry. This person
might direct this frustration at you, but try to
engage this person in conversation anyway,

The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll Have: 5Dynamic; 4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so; 1 Difficult
ARIES (March 21-April 19)
**** You could be dealing with someone's
anger that seems to be directed at you. You might
not be in the right place to talk. You might surprise
yourself with how fast you are able to avoid this
problem.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
**** You might want to screen your calls, but it
will be better to answer the phone and handle an
awkward issue. You could see someone's anger
evolve into rage. Try not to react.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
***** You could be at the point (If losing your
patience most of the day. You'll want to clear up a
money matter, but the other parties involved seem
to be relatively uninterested in achieving the same
goal. Let go of this issue for now.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
**** You might want to act quickly in order to
complete an important matter before the situation
becomes even more difficult. Be aware of what
needs to happen between you and a loved one.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** Whatever ails you early in the day will be
long gone by this evening. Try to clear up a personal issue; otherwise, you could find it difficult to
detach and see things clearly.

Crosswords
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• of Murray's
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Contact Dear
Abby
at
www.DearAbby.com or P.O. Box
69440, Los Angeles, CA 90069.
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HEY..
YOU HAD
WHERE 5 MY LOTS,90 I
JENNY CRAIG THOUGHT
GIVE JENNY
LUNCH?
A TRY.
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DEAR ABBY: My daughter
just got remarried to a man who
has a 10-year-old son. I don't
know the boy at all. What is the
appiopnate name he should call
me? My daughter already has two
boys from her first marriage and
they. of course, call me Grandma: I don't feel comfortable having her new stepson call me Grandma. Any suggestions? -- NAMELESS IN NEW YORK
DEAR NAMELESS: Is your
heart really so closed that you
would tell that boy he isn't welcome in it? I urge you to be
more accepting of this child, or
you may get a name that isn't fit
for a family newspaper -- and
not only will the boy be using
it, but also his father.

DEAR DOCTOR K: My moth- following as things they consider has advanced cancer and has ered important for maintaining
only a few months to live. How
good quality of life al the end.
can we help her live out her remain- These are the things that helped
ing days with as little pain and
patients end their days as peace:
as much peace as possible?
fully as possible.
DEAR READER: Sadly, as
-- Being at home instead of
in your mother's case, there are in the hospital:
times when cancer takes hold and
-- Not undergoing chernothe,
doesn't let go. In that situation, spy or other active cancer treatpalliative care can help maintain
ment;
quality of life
-- Having adequate relief of
and lead to a pain;
"good death."
-- Not having a feeding tube,
Palliative
-- Talking with a chaplain or
care focuses other minister, and spending time
on both emo- di private religious activity;
tional
and
-- Having a good relationship
physica/ with the health care team.
needs.
It
Most, but not all, of my patients
makes relief want to be entirely in control of
of pain and decisions made about their medsuffering
a ical care. That is particularly true
top priority. It if they have a life-threatening conBy
also provides dition. They want to know what
Dr. Anthony
active support their options are -- and the benKomaroff
to loved ones efits and risks of each option.
and caregivers, including infor- They understand that the best we
mation about how to. take care doctors can do is give them estiof someone at home.
mates. If their condition is incurA recent study conducted by
able, they want an estimate of
Harvard-affiliated researchers sur- how much longer they might live
veyed almost 400 men and women with a particular treatment. And
with advanced cancer a few months they' want to know what sympbefore they died. Their caregivers toms they might suffer both withwere also asked about the per- out treatment and from the treatson's end-of-life experience.
ment.
The study found that human
After they get this informaconnection, rather than heroic life- tion, they want to make the decisaving efforts, mattered most to sion about what to do, based on
patients and their families. Though their assessment of their situation
doctors mean well, we sometimes and their values. They often dishave a hard time accepting a per- cuss this with the family and friends
son's decision to stop treatment. they trust before making their
As a result, we may strongly decision.
lobby for one more try.
In the end, many choose palYou can work on your moth- liative care. To learn more about
er's behalf to help her doctors it, visit the Center to Advance
understand what she does -- or Palliative Care
website, at
doesn't -- want. And we as doc- www.capc.org.
tors need to help our patients
make decisions that are right for
(Dr. Komaroff is a physician
them.
and professor at Harvard MedThere are other things you can ical School. To send questions,
do and advocate for as well. go to AskDoctorK.com, or write:
Patients and families who partic- Ask Doctor K, 10 Shattuck St.,
ipated in the study mentioned the Second Floor, Boston, MA 02115.)

Horoscope

Today In History
By the Associated Press
Today is Thursday. August 2!.
the 233th day of 2014. There are
132 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On August 21. 1944. the United States, Britain, the Soviet Union
and China opened talks at Dumbarton Oaks in Washington that
helped pave 5the way for establishment (4,ffle United Nations.
On this date:
In 1614, Transylvanian Countess Elizabeth Bathory, believed
complicit in the killings of dozens,
possibly hundreds, of young

they have been thoroughly washed,
they seem unclean We have
noticed this happens more often
with tomato-based food like
spaghetti or barbecue.
I have tried soaking the bowls
overnight in dishwashing detergent and even using a small
amount of bleach, but the stains
remain. Is there a way to remove
the stains and odors, or must I
continue to buy new bowls and
throw the stained ones out -BOWLED OVER IN ALABAMA
DEAR BOWLED OVER:
According to "Haley's Hints," by
Graham and Rosemary Haley(New
American Library), if you soak
the bowls and lids in cold water
for five minutes or more before
putting the leftovers into them,
you can prevent the staining from
happening. And the odors can be
removed by placing crumpled
newspaper inside them and putting the tops on before storing
them. (This is also an effective
way to deodorize shoes.)
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Inferno describer
Milk buy
Honolulu hello
City-based
Frugal fellow
Bumbling
Makes law
Buddy
Dove's cry
'The Bells" writer
Dress
Waiting rewards
Volcanic vent surrounders
Wallet bills
Phone feature
"You bet!"
Vigor
Coral island
Coped
"Enigma Variations" composer
Distrustful sort
Bandage material
Tipped
Made a choice
Cubicle fixtures
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Reservoir maker
Boxing great
Rocket parts
Subsequently
Otologist's case
South American capital
Coffee dispensers
Tad's dad
Jay-Z's genre
Blasting stuff
Arm-twisted
Enterprise doc
In — (straight)
They're found among needles
Met show
School paper
Six-pt. scores
Huck's pal
New England resort
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Did a KP chore
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Call

Chelsea
Humphreys
Murray Ledger & Times
Classified/Office Manager
for all your
classified needs

Advertisers are requested to check
tne first insertion of their ads for any
error. Murray Ledger & Times will be
responsible for only one incorrect
insertion. Any error should be reported immediately so corrections can
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Help Weiled

Legal
Notice
ss 124 N.
The Willow Bistro LLC, Mailing addre
y
Hereb
.
42071
cky
Kentu
y,
Murra
15th Street
declares intentions) to apply for a NQ2ages by
Restaurant Liquor, Wine and Malt bever
t 28th,
the drink license(s) no later than Augus
will be locat2014. The business to be licensed
42071,
ed at 124 N. 15th Street Murray, KY
LLC. The
doing business as The Willow Bistro,
na D.
owener(s)are as follows: Owner, Brean
KY 42071.
Volp of 1616 Sunset Drive Murray,
or body
Any person, association, corporation,
license(s)
politic may protest the granting of the
Beverage
lic
Alcoho
of
Dept.
the
g
writin
by
KY
Control, 1003 Twilight Trail, Frankfort,
30) of
40601-8400, within 30 days(KRS 243.4
the date of this legal publication.
Selling your
motorcycle or ATV?

Call us, we'll bfe
glad to help.
Murray Ledger &
Times
All our line ads

are placed
online for FREE!
From pets to
used cars
Check the
CLASSIFIEDS
for all your
needs!
753-1916
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2 Tennessee Titans
Season Tickets. 10
games + 2 preseason.
$400 per ticket. Home
Side!! Sec 336, Row Y
1,2.
Seats
615.209.0558

Papa Smurf
Storage
1st .1. .1onth I rev ,
*New Climate C. i •
Available
*24,7 Surveillanci
*Pest Control
Ilw‘(14 East
27() (17,-: I 1(i)t

-

--k

thanks from my
heart of hearts to all
those who 6614 with
their warm wishes and
generosity. liairmasters
has relocated to 818
Coldwater 'Road Same
i number (270)753-6999
So

I 101'.11'1
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Vpeeard ea 7c
-It's the Place to be Employed"
DIRECTOR OF NURSING
highly
Green Acres Health Care is seeking a
g
motivated individual to coordinate our nursin
be a
department. This qualified individual must
ience,
Registered Nurse with health care exper
and
skills
ion
nicat
commu
ent
possess excell
leadership abilities. For prompt, confidential
e to:
consideration please forward your resum

Terri D. Humes. Administrator
Green Acres Health Care
402 West Farthing • Mayfield. KY
thumes@greenacreshealthcate com

Help IVeled

OUSINESS & SERVICE DIRECTOO

Four Seasons Sales & Service
has an opportunity for a
Human Resource Manager
Summary
human resources activities, such
Develops policy and directs and coordinates
benefits, training, and employee
as employment, compensation, labor relations,
services by performing the following duties.
Essential Duties and Responsibilities
to determine competitive
• Analyzes wage and salary reports and data
s within labor market to determine
compensation plan. Conducts wage survey
competitive wage rate.
ers of Company policy regarding
• Writes directives advising department manag
on, and employee benefits.
nsati
s,
compe
unitie
opport
yment
emplo
equal
s comply with federal and state
• Consults legal counsel to ensure that policie
reporting regulations affecting
nment
gover
and
ements
requir
legal
law. Identifies
ures, and reporting are
proced
s,
policie
es
ensur
and
ons
human resources functi
in compliance.
ces system that meets top
• Develops and maintains a human resour
management information needs.
communication of records required
• Oversees the analysis, maintenance, and
tments in the organization.
depar
other
or
,
bodies
ing
govern
local
by law or
officers or government officials
ate
corpor
to
s
tation
presen
rs
• Writes and delive
ces.
practi
and
s
policie
ces
regarding human resour
yees to fill vacant positions.
• Recruits, interviews, tests, and selects emplo
ation to foster positive attitude toward
• Plans and conducts new employee orient
Company goals.
such as insurance and pension
• Keeps records of benefits plans participation
ions, transfers, performance
promot
hires,
as
such
ctions
transa
nel
plan, person
for government reporting.
ics
statist
yee
emplo
and
,
ations
termin
reviews, and
hiring, terminations,
,
iewing
interv
in
g
trainin
ement
• Coordinates manag
harassment.
sexual
and
,
safety
,
review
promotions, performance
tion of employee relations issues.
•Advises management in appropriate resolu
procedures, and programs.
• Responds to inquiries regarding policies,
to ensure effectiveness, compliance
•Administers performance review program
.
zation
organi
within
and equity
life, health, and dental insurance plans.
• Administers benefits programs such as
assistance.
yee
emplo
and
ce,
vacation, leave of absen
s for insurance carrier.
• Investigates accidents and prepares report
gs and acts as Safety Director.
• Coordinates Safety Committee meetin
related documentation, and
• Prepares employee separation notices and
ns behind separations.
conducts exit interviews to determine reaso
ures to reduce absenteeism and
• Prepares reports and recommends proced
turnover.
ed hearings and investigations.
• Represents organization at personnel-relat
employee services, such as
e
provid
to
ers
suppli
• Contracts with outside
tion services.
reloca
or
firms,
temporary employees, search
Supervisory Responsibilities
ling. Supervises payroll clerk and
Provides management direction and counse
d.
neede
as
g
temporary staffin
ience
Qualifications, Education and/or Exper
ual must be able to perform each
To perform this job successfully. an individ
ements listed below are representative of
essential duty satisfactorily. The requir
ed.
the knowledge, skill, and/or ability requir
college or university, or one to two
ear
four-y
m
Alefro
Bachelor's degree (B.
or equivalent combination of education
g;
trainin
and/or
years related experience
and experience.
Skills
complex documents Ability to
Ability to read, analyze, and interpret the most
es or complaints. Ability to write
inquiri
ive
sensit
most
the
to
respond effectively
techniques or style. Ability to
tive
innova
or
l
origina
using
s
speeches and article
tations on controversial or
presen
and
hes
speec
make effective and persuasive
boards of directors.
and/or
,
groups
public
,
complex topics to top management
lity and statistical
probabi
ts such as
Ability to work with mathematical concep
geometry and trigonometry.
solid
and
plane
of
entals
fundam
inference, and
ns, percentages, ratios, and proportions
Ability to apply concepts such as fractio
to practical situations.
scientific thinking to a wide range of
Ability to apply pnncipies of logical or
to deal with nonverbal symbolism
Ability
ms.
proble
al
practic
and
ctual
intelle
in its most difficult phases. Ability to
etc.,)
,
graphs
ons,
equati
fic
scienti
(formulas,
les.
variab
te
concre
and
ct
abstra
of
deal with a variety
s
ration
Certificates, Licenses, Regist
PHR or SPHR Certification preferred.
ns application for initial consideraAll applicants must complete a Four Seaso
envw.fstanning.corn/careers. and
at
online
ed
accept
tion. Applications will be
Bend Road Extended (Old Central
Jones
55
at
s
through the TN Career Center
gdon
Huntin
Drive,
School), Paris and 470 Mustang

Run this ad everyday in the
Murray Ledger & Times!
One Month is $125
Three Months is $110/month
Six Months Is $100/month

ie, Embroidery &
Screen Printing

5b

red

Always on 'Time & What You Orde

1604 Hwy 121 Bypass-Murray
753-7743
tshIrts1@murray-ky.net

Eyecare Specialties

Camp Septic Cleaning of Murray

Residential & Commercial
753-9224 Nick McClure-Owner

1

N.

Thank you for your business!

Dr. Kevin Adams
308 S. 12th
•Eyeglasses
Murray
*Contacts
759-2500
*Eye Disease
murrayeyecare.com

Call Chelsea Humphreys
today!
at 270-753-1916 and place your ad
Help Wanted

Help Wanted

Read
All About
Itl

libRUER&TimEs

Subscribe to
The Murray Ledger & Times

-'Your

Help %Med

Help Wanted
cal
Senior Support Services Associate I-Clini
ing applications for a full-time
The Calloway County Health Department is accept
l
Senior Support Services Associate I - Clinica

Grand Marquis car or
other excellent
condition. No Dealers.
270-436-5624

under the direction of the Support
General Duties Include: This position serves
position include, but are not limited to.
Services Supervisor Responsibilities for this
l records and flies. Interview patients
Assemble and maintain complete patient medica
aphic information required for varito ensure completeness and accuracy of demogr
to appropriate staff person Collect,
ous services and programs. Route/direct patient
into statewide network. Prepare routine
record and enter fees obtained from patients
Answer multi-line phone system
letters, labels and other appropriate material
Review appropnate reporting
Schedule initial arid follow-up patient appointments
es provided to ensure completeness
sheet (Patient Encounter Forms)(PEF) of servic
Infant and Children (WIC) benefits.
and accuracy. Generate and/or issue Woman
PSRS, inventory and order office supplies
Request routine reports available from the
tment reminders.
Provide telephone calls to patients for appoin

Private party Interested In buying duplex
In cambridge area.
270-759-8252

High Si..huol Diploma or GED and
minimum Education. Training or Experience:
public administrative experience in a
one (1) year of moderately difficult business Or
nment using electronic office equipmedical, hospital or administrative office enviro
ment and professional software

Generator Bnggs and
Stratton 5200 working
amps, 8250 starting
amps. $500.00
270-753-6942 or
270-978-2138

se upon successful completion of the proStarting Salary: S8.40/hr with a 5% increa
benefit package that includes retirement
nrige
f
nt
Excelle
bationary penod Grade 9.
and health insurance
County Heath Department, 602
Applications may be obtained at the Caiioway
hfs.ky.gov/ciphilhdapp.htm
httplic
or
42071
KY
,
Memory Lane. Murray
ion above high school was obtained)
Completed application and transcript (it educat
ber 2, 2014 to Stephanie Hays,
must be received by close of business Septem
Health Department. Resume will not
Finance Administrator, at the Calloway County
ants in this classification may be required
substitute for completed application. Applic
interview process tf hired, a criminal
to submit to a background check prior to the
ment. Calloway County Health
background check is required prior to employ
er.
Department is an Equal Opportunity Employ

accepting
Robinson Construction Company is
nters, rod
applications and resumes for carpe welders,
ural
busters, concrete finishers, struct
pipe
iron workers, millwrights, pipefitters, field
welders, operators, crane operators, for
engineers,foreman and superintendentsis
ng
heavy industrial work. MSHA traini at
helpful but not required. EC/E. Apply
1821 Peartree Lane
Hopkinsville, KY 42240
Call Scott at 573-517-5128
or email resumes to:

kcissellOrobinsonconstruction.com

2BR, 2E
included
Must ha
270-227

Articies
For Saki

ence: Additional education (college,
Substitution for Education, TralnIrvg or Experi
medically related field may substia
or
ion
educat
ss
vocational school, etc) in busine
for year basis
tute for the required expenence on a year

Construction Workers

!Your
L

150

LEARN TO PREPARE
INCOME TAX
RETURNS: Positions
available: Persons
needed to
prepare income tax
returns. Seasonal
employment. We will
train. Call 270-7539204
or if no answer call
270-437-4531.
Looking for a certified
"handyman" that has
knowledge in plumbing, painting, electrical,
and appliance repairs.
Please contact Kandis
at Garland Rentals for
more information
270-753-2905.

SINGER
SALES Es. VAC
JUK1, JANOME & SINGER
sewing machines
ORECK Vacuums
Guilts starting at $75
G.E Financing

90S-C S 12th
Center
(270)753-5323

11x10 R
mom ME
nail tech
for detail
270-227

1 OR ;
downtot
Lease
require(
4109
1BR a
location
Real E
9898

Cat:
155

Appleness
LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES
WARD ELKINS

oUi E South 12th St

(270) 753-1713
160
Home Furnishings
Arched queen save
heavy duty steel platform bed frame with 8'
queen memory med
firm mattress. Like
new, only used a few
months. $160 270-2933646

CERTIFIED NURSING
MANAGEMENT
ASSISTANT
unity
Opport
Parkview Nursing and
local company
I
Rehabilitation Center
ding.
BEDROOM SUIT
expan
yer
now
Emplo
unity
Opport
Equal
in
Paducah
e
6pc, Cherry, Solid
Servic
mer
Custo
unity
opport
equal
and
is
t
opmen
Devel
rce
Full-time position availfactory
In
The TN Dept. of Labor and Workfo
Wood,
Representatives
es available upon request.
able for a Kentuckyemployer/program: auxiliary aids and servic
.
boxes
needed.
S
SEAMSTRES
certified nursing assis$795.00 270-293-4121
Start immediately in
Needed
tant. Long-term care
Can Deliver
positions leadme
full-ti
n
perso
in
ion
Apply
Posit
RN or LPN
experience preferred.
to management.
ing
y
Murra
Street
308 Main
ALL FURNITURE 8
We offer great pay and
subsolibo to thee
Harrelson Elementary School-Puryear
We offer company
ON
MATTRESSES
benefits in a team-ori($2800 monthng,
traini
t.
license or compact state
onmen
SALE
nurse
envir
TN
ented
valid
a
to
ss
e
posse
incom
d
d
shoul
ly) insure
Applicants
CARRAWAY
g preferred. Must enjoy working
Cindy ivy
start. Benefits, profit
license. Two years experience in nursin
g
sterin
admini
es
requir
on
FURNITURE
Positi
.
270-443-6543
bonusyearly
g,
sharin
with children from Pre-K - 8th grade
s
Will Clean House
8 MATTRESSES
12 Fax
age groups, some knowledge of
42-33
above
270-4
all
ny
to
s
1
compa
ation
ce
medic
e
advan
enanc
es,
maint
Experienced
ic students in couting
105 N. 3RD
544 Lone Oak Rd
insulin pumps and ability to assist diabet
training, strong incenLocal Mail
References
may be
Home Delivery
ng
teachi
270-753-1502
.
42003
Health
KY
insulin
ah,
g
Paduc
sterin
ams.
admini
progr
and
tes
hydra
tive
carbo
04
270-227-65
3 mo..---S38.011 3 mo. —.—....$30.08
screen children at beginni ,kj of
Cynthia_lvy0LCCA.com
in
held
Interviews
requested in classroom settings. Will
PILLOW Top Mattress
symptoms of disease
Visit us: LCCA.com
6 me.
and
signs
y,
for
ve
Murra
obser
for
6 am
and
TN
year
l
Paris,
schoo
sets. New in Plastic
3-51114
ges 30-35 student
/FN/1
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l
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Buy
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KY area Call
entities/conditions throu
nicate
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Queen $195.00
to
able
be
Must
tion.
CE
popula
OFFI
0748
visits daily with a 650+ school
in
Full $185.00
ers and maintain documentation
tra- "ANTIQUES", gas, oil
teach
minis
and
s
er/ad
parent
Manag
ts,
studen
with
Mall
y
clearl
All Other
of KY/TN
King $385.00
ROTECH Healthcare in
iew date early September.
six
Interv
es.
for
ant
polici
g
1 Rest
assist
nursin
tive
l
pump,
schoo
an
& soda signs.
accordance with
Purver & Buchan
1
Subscrtpdoes
93-4121
270-2
Murray, KY is seeking
comg
holdin
er
memb
military Call Larry 753ime
1
no.
3
r
part-t
under
Delive
Can
and
12.net
henryk
full
WNW
at
ned
3
pany-Must be
3633
Nursing applications may be obtai
Care
1
111110.
Patient
.
s, then scroll down to 'Nurse'
dable
unitie
depen
6 OM —VAN
Opport
t,
yment
hones
Emplo
.
yment
Emplo
BUYING
1
Coordinators to join our
1 yr.--4128.11
or by calling or visiting:
bondable, able to perJunk cars, trucks and
lieeEetipward
Call Center
Hours
ng
After
Nursi
of
or
y
of
Direct
variet
s,
wide
form a
Wendy S. Collin
M/C
436-5235
al
rs.
Visa
Centr
tracto
r
Orde
Sleep
y
and
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tion
Educa
al
of
Check
tasks with minim
Henry County Board
1
teams. Computer and
CASH FOR GOOD 1959 Ford 861 Tractor.
supervision, and pay
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GRANDPARENTS....
izelc"cmd
Hill
Applrance
it's time to brag about your
grandchildren!
Kentucky
Bring in your pictures for our
Grandparents Day speci;91!
Repair
Serving

Thursday, August 21, 2014 •

SUDOKU
Cenceptis SudoKu

Jason Hill
1270)226-0194
Service as all

Troy & Hayden Crass
Grandparents:
David & Terry Laster
Mark & Anita Crass
Great Grandparents:
Jerry & Sue Vance
Shirley Richardson

A-1 Lamb Tree Pro
Lic/lns 270-753-Tree
(8733)

MAXIMUM 20 WORDS
Double Space - $18.00(Two or more children per picture)
MAXIMUM 40 WORDS

ttng
Ordered
urray

Ii

Send payment, photo, and information to:
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040 Murray, KY 42071
OR stop by our office

et

alties
308 S. 12th
Murray

f'';).lir

270-293-1924
Free Estimates
Roofing Specials
Licensed & Insured
Protecting your house like
it is our house!

'Your Phone Number:

25R, 2BA, appliances
ncluded. In Dexter.
Must have references.
270-227-2335

ifuticies
For Sale

ANOMIE & SINGER
machines
ECK Vacuums
starting at $75
E Financing

S 12th
-Air Center
0)753-5323

11x10 Room 3 blocks
rom MSU. Prprfect for
nail tech, hAir etc. Call
for details
270-227-1617
320
Apartments For Rent
1 OR 2br apts. near
downtown
Murray.
Lease and deposit
required.
270-7534109.
1BR apt in various
locations
Coleman
Real Estate 270-7539898

Calloway Gardens
Essex Downs
Apartments

•5

1BR from $345
2BR from $375
LARGE
ELECTION
ED APPLIAN(IS
NARD-ELKINS

)5E South 12th Sr

270) 753-1713
60

Fed queen olive
duty steel plat
bed frame with 8"
n memory med
mattress
Like
only used a few
ths $160 270-293-

DROOM SUIT
Cherry, Solid
od,
factory
In
SS

5 00 270-2934121
n Deliver
L FURNITURE &
ON
TTRESSES
LE
RRAWAY
RNITURE
MATTRESSES
5 N. 3RD
0-753-1502

LLOW Top Mattress
its. New in Plastic
Jaen $195.00
all $185.00
rig $385 00
0-293-4121
in Deliver

159 Ford 861 Tractor
ye
PTO. Power
eering,
Good
DnditIon. Call 27013-0228

Homes For Sae

IR, and Lot
12,900
'0-753-6012
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MINI
STORAGE.
llI I
Size Un

270-753-8556
1503 Duiguid Drive
TDo I-300-545-11133 ett 263
1110 ottnturson 0
0

po,nidn
rrrorA

HAZEL Apartments
Now taking applications for 1 & 2BR
units. Rent based on
income.
Mobility impairment
accessible. Phone:
270-492-8721. Mon,
Wed & Fn. TDD 711
Equal Housing
Opportunity.

Nice, Quiet Country
home, North of Murray.
2BR, 'IBA, $550.00
with deposit, Call after
8prn 270-759-1204.
Puryear, TN 1BR
270-492-8526
Storage Rentals
A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668
G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119E Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell: (270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. M-F

Career of lit S. & Gksidels.
10X10's & 10x15's
(270)436-2524
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
'Inside climate control
storage
•Secunty alarmed
•Safe & clean
•We sell boxest
•We rent U-Hauls.
753-9600.

VERY nice 4BR, 2BA.
newly remodeled. New
appliances & fixtures
throughout. Coleman
Real Estate 270-7539898

2BR. all appliances.
washer, dryer, Large
Completely
carport.
remodeled, Clean. 600
Brolid St Extended
650+650
270-753-8944 after 5
270-226-8150

Free to a good home.
Black and white male 6
weeks . old
Pitbull
puppy. Call between
Sam-lref
270-2937030
410
Public Sale
AUSTIN Auction
Service
All types Auction
Benton, KY
270-705-4859
Reel Estate

MI real estate Advertised herein
is subrct to the Federal Fair
Housing Act, which makes it
illegal to advertise any preference limitation or discrimination bayed on race, color. religion, sex handicap, familial status or national origin. or miennon to make any such preferences. limitations or discrimination
4ate laws forbid discnmination
in the sale, rental or advertising
of real estate based on factors in
addition to those protected
under federal 1.11V
knowingly accept any
advertising for red estate which
o not in tiolation of the law All
persons are hereby informed
that all dwellings advertised are
available on an equal opportunity basis
For further assistance with Fair
Housing Advertising requirements, contact NAA Counsel
Rene P. Milarn,17t0)648-1000.
V* will

RN

Lots For Sale
UTILITYS in Place
$9,500
270-753-6012

For sale. Country home
38R, SBA, about 2000
sq ft. wood floors, lots
of deck, screened
porch, country kitchen
& dining room. Big bedrooms, closetmaid in all
huge closets & kitchen.
Lots
charm.
of
Attached garage, out
buildings. Near 1&1/2
acre. PLUS a guesthouse with bed/bath.
1405 Peach Orchard
road. $182,500. 270227-3623.

103 North 3rd St

2,300SOFT
Office/Retail!
Warehouse Space
002 Maple Street
270-753-8964
Auto Shop
clean up / body work
newly painted
single bay
605 S 3rd

O,486122

.
II/21

Garage and
Yard Sale Directory
MOVING SALE .
5858 State Route 94 East
(4 miles out of Murray, on left)

Saturday 7am-1pm
Yard tools, electrical supplies,
golfing items, bookshelf, computer
desk, books, scrapbook/crafts,
household items, and much more!

ABSOLUTE AUCTION
7
(
SATURDAY, AUGUST 30TH, 2014, AT 10:00 A M
LOCATION:634 Snow

Murray,

Rd.,
KY. Just off Hwy 121 In the Coldwater
Community. Watch toe
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Call 270-978-6877

For all your storage convenience
Choose from our 3 locations:
• Murray Store & Lock - 1611 N. 12th St.•
• MBC Storage - 1900 N. 12th St.
'

Lights, Electricity, and 24(7 Surveillance

*Residential

(270)435-4431

Hill Electric
'Since 1986
Residential &
Commercial
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or
small

753-9562
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling Clean
out garages, gutters,
Junk & tree work

FUTRELL'S
TREE SERVICE
•Removal
*Stump Grinding

(270)489-2839
%V \" ii

NI ‘N. 1c,i‘l! \ I
• weekly & special
• today owned/or:Med

759-1151 • 293-3783
293-2784

,vq.•
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AUCTION CONDUCTED BY:
R1T
NCH
1112101 El NCH
RE Broke,
IBLINC.H BROS. AUCTION
X. Fi•AE/1 / TV. INC
New wwitesek Aseataftwar
Joetin 1144A011.6 lisespa

TIUC.I 2.64

Fax:(270)176.2997

STATEWIDE CLASSIFIEDS

W W W.0 CLI.C.NET

(270) 759-0890
PRESCOTT
ROOFING
Over 28 Years
Experience
Zech 270-873-7700
David 270-227-1106

,41.210,2rdiaV/VaiRd

'IRAN/IS
.ASPHACI
Pin ing,-ticalcuating
Stripint:
Grasel-Dirr sand
IONA IN ‘‘

MITCHELL
BROS
PA V/NG
•A:pi lilst,t11.11,041
sit

•Licensed-trexirrxt
40 uts

(270)759-0501
*Handyman Services
*Yard Work
*Gutters Cleaned
*Home Repairs

A.G.S. Well &
Irrigation

ISEIDELLCAYLME
REMCIDEUNCLCOM

Well Drilling

Wane improvements
*Beth S Kitchen

Residential6
Agriculture/

Drywall. Painting,
Plumbing, Flooring, Decks

Chris Tucker

insured •Sr Discount
,00tT-ee Estimates
Wernher Of Angoes List

270-293-4406

270-436-5959

C&M
CONTRACTING

Greg Mansfield

Horne Improvements
Design Services
Flooring & Decks
Electrical & Plumbing
Drywall & Repairs
Licenced and Insured
Veteran Owned

(4111111111
Garage Door
Sales & Maintenance
6" Continuous Gutters
Greet Hometown Service
Don'? seem you, money out ot
shoe

731-363-7738
CLEAN CUT
LAWN CARF
LANDS& APINC
Nill'Lt'I IINC.
1.11V

tsrstittlateS

Coll Kevin at

270-293-4020

Make a Connection. Real
People, Flirty Chat. Meet
singles right now! Call
Liverinks. Try it FREE.
Cat now. 1-888-9792264.
AUTOMOBILES
FOR SALE: 2000
Mitsubishi Eclipse GT.
front-wheel drive,
164,000 miles, minor
body damage Asking
$2,500. Call 859-4477041
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

oxpornsts

Gaty 270.227-0420

Well Pump Service

ADULT

gages.corn. ProMortgages. NMLS 2071,
EHL
SERVICES
DISH TV RETAILER.
Starting at $19.99/month
(tor 12 mos.) & High
Speed Internet starting at
$14.95/ month (where
available.) SAVE! Ask
About SAME DAY
Installation' Call Now' 1800-9824176
TRUCK DRIVERS HELP
WANTED

•Seal Mating & striping

770-293
-4256
_

*Firewood
*Insured

GLASSWARE & COLLECTIBLES
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Phone:(270) 376-2992

14. 15. 16 inch
Starting at S20
mounted

2004
Sweetwater
20200P Pontoon with
trailer. 60hp Mercury
Big Foot 4 stroke
motor. 270-436-5892

Con Id PICA. 1$1, **1•VAV2 23 Angry 11111ory 1w,AMA Mae Aro. Loom .3 Cho.. Perot & roo.• -Lemon
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USED TIRES
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All sizes available, call today
to reserve your storage unit
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• Garland Rental Boat & Mini Storage - Hwy 94E

Auto Parts

•Trimming
3 bedroom, 1 bath,
1600 square foot
brick country
charmer. Shs on
beautiful landscaped
1 acre lot. Detached
garage, new well.
HVAC, and all
appliances Included.
Southwest school
district.

.11.11 OE* *on *Wry Wemir Posum....•
Ie. Tar. Omemilod

GUNS, BAYONETS

if you've got it, we can store it"

Gallimore
Electrical Contractors, LLC

www hilielectric corn

New 2-4
Bedroom homes In
RIverfisid Estates
SBG Real Property
Professionals
293-7872

GARLANE
RENTAL

Sale

28R, 1Bath, Large
Family Room with
fireplace,
New 30x30 Pol Barn
3Acres, 2miles out of
town. 270-226-9388 or
270-753-7472.

Housing Act Notice

REAL ESTATE FOR
SALE. Apartment building and duplexes. Visit
nicholsent.com/properties or call 270-7534109

Info 270-753-8964

2 or 3BR Houses
Lease & Deposit
Required
270-753-4109
nicholsont corn
'properties

DOG
Obedience.
glendhenmere.com
(270)436-2858.

MM. r01.011
Ovvogrriowy.

GREAT RETAIL
LOCATION!

2

1,..1234. MA Tr...". 8* 5513114 oar sore 1211 NAL; dr, a Pt Roodros 3 Pt Da OW* 3 PI

*Power Washing

Store/Restaurant lake
area. Serious calls only
after 2pm. 270-4365277

•

TRACTOR S. EQUIPMENT

D.G.

NICE
bedroom
2
Duplex W/ carport,
appliances NO pets,
1yr lease 270-2277414
NOW LEASING
1. 2 & 3bedroom Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday.
Wednesday, Fnday.
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD 0 711

Bengal hybrid kittens.
$450. Sehous inquiries
only. 270-978-6404

C:11
Homes

Murray (edge. & Times fai

JAL RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
720 S.4TH ST.
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Pets & Supplies
3BR, 1BA
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24/7 Surveillance•Electricity
•Now Have 80 Climate Control Units

DEADLINE: SEPT 1ST AT 5PM

Answer So previous puzzle
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Single Space - $12.00(No more than one child per picture)
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PUMPING
EXCAVATION
E. TRUCKING
All Year Septic Needs
Installation
& Repair
Dirt, Gravel,
White Rock,
Sand, & Mulch
(270)293-S0M

By Dave Green

5
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9 in Ms amply stweeeft so Mot Noce row. ern column and sem
353 sox conkers the awns number only once The difficulty level
of the Cameos Sudaku inmates from Monday to Sunday

ow 0 local,
'

1270) 293-8480
D&G Cleaning
30 years experience
Honest & reliable
No job too big or too
small
Free estimates
270-978-1335
YEARRY'S Tree and
Lawn Service.LIcensed
and insured. Free estimates. 436-2562, 2270267

OWN YOUR own
Medical Alert Company
Be the 1st and Only
Distnbutor in your area'
UnImited $ return Small
investment required. Call
toll free 1-844-225-1200.
FARM/LIVESTOCK
OUR SPORTSMEN will
pay Top $U to hunt your
land Call for a Free
Base Camp Leasing info
packet & Quote 1-866109-1507
www.BaseCarnpLeasing.
corn
HELP WANTED
AIRLINES ARE HIRING Train for hands on
Aviation Career. FAA
approved program.
Financial aid if qualified Job placement assistance. CALL Aviation
Institute of Maintenance
888-207-2053.
EARN $500 A-DAY
Insurance Agents
Needed, Leads, No Cold
Calls; Commissions Paid
Daily: Lifetime Renewals,
Complete Training;
Health/Dental Insurance;
Life License Required.
Call 1-888-713-6020
MORTGAGES/HOME
LOANS
VA, FHA. Conventional
and Reverse Mortgages
Regular construction or
manufactured housing
Purchase or Refinance
Contact Barry NMLS
59341 at 859-333-6980
or barry•pro-rnort-

16 DRIVER TRAINEES
NEEDED' Loam to drive
tor Werner Enterprises!
Earn $750 per week! NO
EXPERIENCE NEEDED'
Local CDL training gets
you job ready in ASAP!
1-877-243-1812.
APPLY NOW' CDL
Drivers in High Demand!
Get you CDL Training in
16 days at Truck America
Training and go to work!
State WIA Grants and VA
Accepted. Tuition
Financing Available 1st
yr. avg. $38- $40,000
per ATA (502)955-6388
or (886)244-3644
AVERITT EXPRESS
New Pay Increase for
Regional Drivers! 40 to
46 CPM 4- Fuel Bonus!
Also, Post-Training Pay
Increase for Students!
(Depending on Domicile)
Get Home EVERY Week
+ Excellent Benefits.
CDL-A req. 888-6027440. Apply 0
AverittCareers.coin
Equal Opportunity
Employer - Females.
minorities, protected veterans, and individuals
with disabilities are
encouraged to apply
BIG 0 EXPRESS NEW
location in Jeffersonville,
IN. Full service facility
with maintenance & driver services. *Starling pay
up to 5.40 cprn for OTFI
•Extra pay for dispatches
under 300 miles *Day 1
insurance BCBS .per
diem options -direct
deposit •EZPaselPrepass
.APU. with 1800 watt
inverters & ITUCh TOM
Go online at
www biggexpreee corn or

call 1-800-684-9140 ext
2
DRIVERS: OwnerOperators and experienced OTR drivers needed for expanding fleet.
Call USA Truck today
866-545-0078
DRIVERS - START
WITH OUR TRAINING
or continue your solid
career. You Have
Options' Company
Drivers, Lease Purchase
or Owner Operators
Needed.(855) 958-2748
WNW CentralTruckDriving
Jobs corn
EXPERIENCED DRIVER
OR RECENT GRAD?
With Swift, you can grow
to be an award-winning
Class A CDL dnver We
help you achieve
Diamond Driver status
with the best support
there is. As a Diamond
Dnver, you earn additional pay on top of all the
competitive Incentives
we offer. The very best.
choose Swift. .Great
Miles = Great Pay •LateModel Equipment
Available .Regional
Opportunities .Great
Career Path *Paid
Vacation "Excellent
Benefits Please Cali
(520) 226-9007
HOME WEEKENDS'
$1,000 sign on bonus
Regional flatbed. No tarp
freight. Excellent pay and
benefits Owner/0es welcome Call 800-5545661. exit 331 wienv tlxtransport Jobs
NEW PAY-FOR-EXPERIENCE program pays up
to $0.41/mile Class A
Professional Drivers Call
866-722-5112 for more
details or visit,
SuperSenoceLLC corn
OUR CDL-A DRIVERS
are home often' Dry
vans/reefer No-touch
freight, Pro-Oliver ProFamily. Passenger and
pet friendly Referral
bonus. Summitt Trucking
866-333-6333
tweetauMM111.Com
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MURRAY STATE
AT&T GOLF DAY

MSU FOOTBALL

MSU to host
annual golf
tournament

ST1
SIT
STP

Special to the Ledger
Murray State University's Program of
Distinction in Telecommunications
Systems Management (TSM) will host
m
the annual AT&T Women in Teleco
Golf Day on Sept. 11. Held at Murray
State's Miller Memorial Golf Course
This event was develeoped specifically
for women in the telecom industry.
The golfing activities are designed for
women at any golfing skill level to
come together for a day of networking
and fun.
The AT&T Women in Telecom
Scholarship will be awarded to selected
women who are entering the Murray
State TSM program for the 2014-15
school year.
The day includes a morning of basic
AUSTIN RAMSEY / Ledger & Times golf instruction with Velvet Milkman,
erback for the 2014 season.
MSU women's golf coach, and Will
er named senior CJ Bennett as the Racers starting quart
After Wednesday's practice, head coach Chris Hatch
Snodgrass, director of golf at the Miller
Memorial Golf Course.
A lunch sponsored by AT&T with
female guest speakers from the telecom
industry, golf contests with prizes and
nine holes of golf in the afternoon will
round out the day.
Participants playing golf in the afternoon will be placed in groups according
to experience level with each group
playing off best shot.
To find out more information about the
AT&T Women in Telecom Golf Day,
nt
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to be really good plays."
Sports Writer
Before coming to Murray State, he 270.809.3987. Registration for the
the decision; and
Though Bennett jokes about his pre- biggest factor in
three seasons at South Alabama. AT&T Women in Telecom Golf Day,
played
the starting Bennett was the one with the most
CJ Bennett laughed when he admitted ferred passing style. being
true freshman, he threw for along with times for the day's activities,
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BENNETT CHOSEN TO LEAD RACER OFFENSE

MLB: CARDINALS 7, REDS 3

LITTLE LEAGUE WORLD SERIES

Cards sweep Reds in St. Louis
By R.B. FALLSTROM
AP Sports Writer
ST. LOUIS (AP) — Lance
Lynn beat Cincinnati for the
third straight time, Jhonny
Peralta hit a bases-clearing double and the St. Louis Cardinals
topped the Reds 7-3 Wednesday
night to complete a three-game
sweep.
Reds starter Johnny Cueto (15was off-kilter from the get-go
7)
photo
GENE J PUSKAR / AP
to become
the first and missed a chance
Philadelphia pitcher Mo'ne Davis delivers in
game winner.
16first
'
majors
the
against
Inning of a United States semi-final baseball game
d five runs in five-plus
In He allowe
ament
tourn
s
Serie
World
e
Las Vegas at the Little Leagu
his seven-game
and
s,
inning
2014.
South Williamsport, Pa., Wednesday, Aug. 20,
winning streak ended.
The Cardinals have won eight
of nine and swept the Reds at
home for the first time since
Sept. 26-28, 2008. Cincinnati
has lost 10 of 12, with Cueto
getting the two wins.
Jon Jay had three hits, scored
twice and was plunked by a
the sixth time in six
game on the mound, took the pitch for
By JOHN KOOS
St. Louis. He is batfor
games
loss.
AP Sports Writer
for 35) during a
(18
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SOUTH WILLIAMSPORT, today," Philly manager
a majorspitch
a
by
hit
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we're
point,
Pa.(AP) — Mo'ne Davis didn't Rice said. "At this
times.
16
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ay."
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Vegas
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her Philadelphia
and was set to pitch the
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and
game
needed it most, and Las Vegas Saturday's U.S. title
g 5-0 before a 58sends Philadelphia into an elim- eighth leadin
took advantage.
ended his outdelay
rain
minute
night
Dalian Cave and Brennan ination game on Thursday
ing.
Jackie
Chicago's
Holhgan hit two-run homers, against
The Reds scored three times in
matchup of
lefty reliever Austin Kryszczuk Robinson West in a
ninth, and Trevor Rosenthal
the
The Great
got out of two big jams. and Las inner-city teams.
outs for his 37th save in
two
got
nd,
Pearla
Vegas beat Philadelphia and its Lakes champion beat
night in 42 chances.
star pitcher 8-1 in the Little Texas 6-1 on Tuesday
Brandon Phillips got his.first
League World Series on an elimination game.
of the series, a single in the
hit
said.
Rice
1 think it's terrific,"
Wednesday night.
to Reds seventh for the 1.500th of
Davis.just the 18th girl to play "I've been looking forward
his career. Pinch-hitter Kris
in the Little League World
Negron had an RBI infield hit in
See LLWS,
Series and the only one to win a

Las Vegas spoils
Mo'ne's night

SCOTT KANE / AP photo

Daniel Descalso, top,' turns a double play over
St. Louis Cardinals second baseman
top of the fifth inning of a baseball game
Cincinnati Reds' Zack Cozart to end the
Johnny Cueto was out at first.
Wednesday, Aug. 20, 2014, in St. Louis.
the ninth.
Cueto had numerous mound
conferences with catcher Bryan
Pena and was pulled after walking Lynn on four pitches to load
the bases with none out in the
sixth.
Cueto had been 7-0 with a
2,24 ERA in his previous eight
starts. including 3-0 this month.
But matched his shortest outing
of the year and season high with
four walks, plus hit two batters.
Jay singled and scored on Matt
Holliday's double in the third.

Jay reached on a two-out infield
hit in the fifth, leading to
Peralta's three-run double.
TRAINER'S ROOM
Reds: RHP Carlos Contreras
gave up two runs and got two
outs in the eighth. He was taken
out after a misstep on a pitch
after play resumed. ... Closer
Aroldis Chapman missed the
first two games with a sore left
shoulder and played catch
Wednesday.
Cardinals: C Yadier Molina,
recovering from a torn ligament

to his right thumb, took swings
for the first time indoors. He's
been throwing in pregame workouts for a few days.
UP NEXT
Reds: Rookie LHP David
Holmberg (0-0, 16.88) makes
his second career start to open a
four-game series Thursday at
home against Atlanta.
Cardinals: After a day off,
RHP Adam Wainwright (15-7,
2.40) will flip spots with Shelby
Miller and start on regular rest
Friday night at Philadelphia.
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STEWART
SITS OUT
THIRD
STRAIGHT
RACE

Vast Haverstock

like Glance
American League
Wedneedays Games
Texas 5, keen* 4
Philadelphia 4, Seattle 3
Toronto 9. lAllaeukee 5
N.Y. Meta 8,°Wend 5
Houston 5, N.Y. Yankees 2
Detroit 8, Tanga Bay 0
LA Angels I, Balm 3
Beeknore 4. Cheap Wham Sox 3
Cteveiend S. Minnesota 0
Colorado 5. Kansas Cky 2

By JENNA FRYER
AP Auto Racing Writer
CHARLOTTE, N.C.(AP) —
Tony Stewart will not race
Saturday night at Bristol Motor
Speedway, the third Sprint Cup
race he's skipped since his car
struck and killed Kevin Ward Jr.
during a sprint car race.
Stewart's
decision
was
announced Wednesday and Jeff
Burton will once again replace
him in the No. 14 Chevrolet.
Burton also drove Stewart's car
at Michigan last weekend.
Stewart-Haas Racing is allowing Stewart to take the time he
needs away from the track, and
TERRY RENNA / AP photo
the team statement indicated the
three-time NASCAR champion In this May 22, 2014, flle photo, Tony Stewart, left, talks with Kevin Harvick before qualifying for a NASCAR Sprint Cup series auto race at Charlotte Motor Speedway in
is taking it week-by-week.
Concord,
N.C. Stewart is skipping a second straight Sprint Cup race, and it is not clear
Stewart will not have to
decide on another race until the when the NASCAR star might return after he struck and killed a driver at a dirt-track race
in New York last weekend.
Aug. 31 event at Atlanta.
Stewart has been in seclusion
since the Aug. 9 incident at an appeared to clear Ward. but champion Jimmie Johnson say- body over."
upstate New York dirt track.
Ward was struck by the right ing nothing he's seen has conNASCAR
last
week
He has not commented since rear tire and hurtled through the vinced him that Ward's death announced a rule that prohibits
he issued a statement the day air.
was anything but a tragic acci- drivers from exiting from a
after Ward's death.
Ward died of blunt force trau- dent.
crashed or disabled vehicle —
Stewart also pulled out of the ma, and authorities are still
Kevin Harvick, a longtime unless it is on fire — until saferace at Watkins Glen, which investigating the incident.
friend of Stewart's and his team- ty personnel arrive.
began about 12 hours after his
Ontario County Sheriff Philip mate at SHR.also bristled at the
Stewart has 48 career Cup
car hit Ward at event in Povero has said investigators negative portrayal of Stewart wins in 542 starts. He has one
Canandaigua, New
York. did not have any evidence to since Ward's death.
career win at Bristol, in 2001.
Ward's car had spun into a wall support criminal intent by
"I've known Tony Stewart
Burton made just his third
as he and Stewart raced for Stewart, but the investigation is for a long time ... I know for start of the season last week.
position. and the 20-year-old expected to last at least another sure that Tony Stewart is not
The 21-time Sprint Cup winclimbed out to confront Stewart. week.
going to run over some- ner parted ways with Richard
Authorities said the first car to
Povero said this week were no body," Harvick said. "I don't Childress Racing at the end of
pass Ward had to swerve to miss new updates.
think there's anybqdy
this the season and is transitioning
hitting the driver, who was gesNone of Stewart's peers has garage that would. It;would into an analyst for NBC. Burton
turing toward the NASCAR spoken to the driver since the be hard to find somebody in won at Bristol in 2008 and has
star.
accident. But they've come to the racing world that could 15 top-10 finishes in 40 career
The front of Stewart's car then his defense, with six-time point that car, just run some- starts.

Thursdays Games
Houston (Keuctiel 10-8) at N.Y
Yankees (McCarthy 4-2), 1 05 p.m
Cleveland (Kluber 13-6) at Minnesota
(PHughes 13-8), 1 10 p m
Detroit (Price 12-8) at Tampa Bay
(Cobb 8-8), 110 pm.
L.A. Angels (Shoemaker 11-4) at
Boston (R De La Rosa 4-4), 7 10 p.m.

Pltdburgh 3, Atlanta 2
St LCA* 7, Cincinnati 3
San Francisco 6. Chicago Cubs 3
Colorado 5, Kansas City 2
San Diego at L A Dodgers. 10 10 p frt.
Thursday's Game
Anzona (Miley 7-9) aa Washington
(G.Gorizeisz 6-9). 4-05 p.m.
Chicago Cubs 2, San Francieoo 0, 5
Innings. comp ot bop game, 5:015
p.m,
Atlanta (Teheran 11-9) at Cincinnati
(Holmberg 0-0), 710 p.m
San Fra-cieco (Burngerner 13-9) it
Chicago Cubs(T,Wood 7-10), 8:05 p m.
San Diego (T.Rose 11-11) at LA,
Dodgers (Kershaw 14-3), 10:10 p.m.

National League
Wednesdays Games
Texas 5, Miami 4
Philadelphia 4. Seattle 3
Toronto 9. Milwaukee 5
N Y Mets 8, Oakland 5
Washington 3, Arizona 2

•Bennett...
From Page 8
"I got here last year and I was
actually fourth-string quarterback," Bennett said. "I've had
my ups and I've had my downs.
I think that's made me hungry if
anything. Knowing I have this
one last shot, I had to work fealty hard to get here, and I'm
ready to lead this team."
Now that he's shown he can be
consistent, Bennett said the next
task is carrying that over into
gameday.
"If I don't produce it means
nothing," Bennett said. "I'm
going to treat every day like I'm
still the backup and come out
here and grind every practice.
He said he knows if he doesn't
keep putting in that extra effort,
he will become the backup to
KD Humphries, the redshirt
sophomore who battled for the
starting role.
"You cart't get complacent,"
Bennett said. "It's been a long
camp and we've had a lot of
practices. You've got to do all
the little things right."
Doing those little things right

are easier when the team has
chemistry. Bennett said that is
necessary if the team wants to
get better.
Though they changed offense
a little in the spring, Bennett
said the team made the small
transition well.
"Come fall, I don't think we
missed a beat then either," he
said."We came out ready and a
little more advanced. We were
able to put some things in the
offense a little quicker this
time."
Coming off a few tough losses
late last season, making the
small corrections could prove
the difference in making the
playoffs this year.
Though the Racers were
picked to finish sixth in the
OVC,the team holds itself to a
higher standard.
"We put a lot of expectation on
ourselves," Bennett said."We're
kind of the underdog this year.
We .can't take bad losses. We
have to come out every week
like it's the biggest game of the
year."

WATER SKIING •LLWS...
off the plate.
From Page 8
The grassy hill beyond the outplaying Chicago since we got
field
fences at Howard J.
here."
for 48 months
Lamade Stadium was jammed
Davis,the darling of the sports
(with approved credit)
with so many cheering fans in
world with her amazing success
lawn chairs that it looked like
Only
and poise, was both masterful
the bleacher section at any balland ordinary on a night made
park as 34,128 fans craned to
short because of pitch-count
see every pitch.
rules.
Las Vegas entered the game on
She allowed three runs and six a serious roll.
The Mountain
hits and struck out six in 2 1-3 Ridge Little League champions
innings before leaving after 55 beat Rapid City, South Dakota
pitches. That makes her eligible 12-2 and then routed Chicago
to pitch again in the U.S. cham- 13-2 in four innings in a mercypionship game on Saturday.
rule game on Sunday behind
Local water skier Austin
Davis played first after her five homers, a grand slam by
Collins represented Murray in a stint on the mound and was Stone and two from Kryszczuk.
national competition in Marcos, switched to right field in the top
Davis began her eye-opening
Texas, that ended Aug. 17.
of the sixth, but she dazzled her appearance in the showcase
The nation's top 800 competi- opponents more than once on event by throwing a two-hit
tion water skiers converged on the mound with off-speed deliv- shutout in a 4-0 victory over
Chestnut St.• Murray. KY • 270-753-2571
San Marcos River Ranch for the eries and tantalizing pitches just Nashville.
71st National Water Ski
Championships.
The ranch features four lakes
specifically designed for the
week long event.
Collins was joined by three
other West Kentuckians from
the Kentucky Lake Ski Nuts Joe Burkhead, Errol Bryant and
Pat Coomes.
Collins skied in the Boys 2
division and took 11th in jumping and ninth overall.
Collins also took home the
Most Improved Jumper award
—
for his increase in scores from
Bill Irlopperud
Kathy Kopperud
Mary 1.. leloolerldge Brittany Marchetti
Gal. Cornelison
/oho Kopperud
Karol Utley
Krista Thompson
last year.
Principal Broker
270-732-0709
270-293-2045
270-293-9333
270-293-3474
270-293-2841
270-293-3011
270-293-3224
Burkhead, of Paducah, took
silver in the Men 7 division for
jumping, losing to the top
jumper by three inches.
Combined with his other high
placements. Burkhead finished
fourth overall.
I
1.1111._11
- Bryant, of Beechmont, finMeat,er Sccrt
Lindy Knight Pallftil Barbara Iblekraan
Leslie Pologtuto
Rich Rollins
Judy Johnston
Mary Jane Roberson Brenda Rostiano
Star,
270-227-9176
270-293-1308
270-293-1416
270-293-1238
270.752-0757
270-227-21124
270-227-0333
ished fourth in tricks and 12th in
slalom for the Men 8 division,
and finished in fourth place
overall.
Coomes. of Owensboro, was
competing in his second ever
national competition.
His combined scores gave him
an eighth place overall finish.
National
The
2015
Easily Browse From Your PC. Tablet or
Championships will return to
San Marcos on Aug. 10-16,
2015.

Four area
residents
compete
in skiing
cornpetition

$2999

Sell Your Home Through
Kopperuci Realty!
vadlOP,,

MURRAY-CALLOWAY COUNTY'S
SALES PRODUCTION LEADER!
Please Visit Our New User-Friendly Website!

711 Main Street • Murray, KY 42071
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JEFF ROBERSON / AP photo
MARK DUNCAN / AP photo

the
seventh hole during the third round of
Rory McIlroy watches his tee shot on the
ry
Count
tone
Fires
at
2014,
day, Aug. 2,
Bridgestone Invitational golf tournament Satur
Club in Akron, Ohio.

Wei

h hole during the final round of the PGA
Rickie Fowler watches his tee shot on the fourt
Club on Sunday, Aug. 10, 2014, in
Golf
Championship golf tournament at Valhalla
Louisville, Ky.
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MCILR0Y1S GAME STILL FAR
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his ninth straight
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so he knows as
team,
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how
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have
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that can really make their mark coming throug
and win. If you They're good fun and pretty
on the game," McIlroy said break through
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see
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Jorda
Rickie Fowler and
name was mentioned."
mentioned as said. "And they were holding up
Mcllroy is a great student of Spieth have been
play on the first hole. And somegolf history, so he knows all possibilities.
yelled out,'Just follow your
one
two
in
Fowler was runner-up
about rivalries — Arnold Palmer
Jim.' I thought it was pernose,
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and Jack Nicklaus, Greg straight
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Scott
year. Through
Nicklaus and Palmer first Cup team in one
with Steve Williams as
s
season
Tour
PGA
one
have
competed in the 1960 U.S. Open it all, both
his caddie, and he hopes there
at Cherry Hills, and they were in win apiece.
"I would say Rory is definitely will be another.
a U.S. Open playoff two years
Williams has hinted at..retireof me — or two, or
later at Oakmont. But they are a step ahead
Fowler said. "I ment in recent years, even sugjust over 10 years apart in age. four majors,"
le.
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work.
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The
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a potential
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McIlroy said what made the
By DOUG FERGUSON
AP Golf Writer
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You
Let Me Bounce Thise Off
has a lot of
and
is wide

Not all sand wedges are created
equal.You should be aware ofhow
the design of the sole or flange
affects your shots, both out of
sand traps and also off the grass. r

'

Ifthe flang
"bounce," meaning the rear of the
flange or sole is much lower than
the leading edge,the clubhe-ad will
tend to skid or bounce through
sand rather than dig deeply.
This is a good design in
soft-sand green-side bunkers. If
your course has firmer sand
and only a few
bunkers, and you use
your sand wedge often
from fairway lies, one with
less bounce will make
it easier to hit those
shots cleanly

By Jim McLean,
owner, Jim McLean Goff School,
author of the best-selling books
"The Slot Swing" and "The 8-Step Swing,"
illustrated by Phil Franke'
r Straker 401 Proven Imams for Mastering
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WEDNESDAY
NOW SERVING FROG LEGS TUESDAY,
& THURSDAY!

nch & Dinner
Serving Breakfast, Luthro
ugh Sunday
Open II a.m.-8 p.m. Tuesday

Cload Mondays
off HWY 121
Located Approx. 15 mites South of Murray

www.erfpnanasprIngareeortcont

ma Family
Still Owned & Oporstod by Inn WISIla

270-436-5496

See them at 800 Chestnut Street
Call 270-293-4347 for more info.
(Old Carroll Nissan Building)
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